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3 An agent is required to commit actions in order to obtain reward.
Vertebrates are remarkable for their ability to select and

execute goal-directed actions: motor skills critical for thriving in

complex, competitive environments. A key aspect of a motor

skill is the ability to execute its component movements over a

range of speeds, amplitudes and frequencies (vigor). Recent

work has indicated that a subcortical circuit, the basal ganglia,

is a critical determinant of movement vigor in rodents and

primates. We propose that the basal ganglia evolved from a

circuit that in lower vertebrates and some mammals is sufficient

to directly command simple or stereotyped movements to one

that indirectly controls the vigor of goal-directed movements.

The implications of a dual role of the basal ganglia in the control

of vigor and response to reward are also discussed.
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Introduction
To paraphrase the Honorable Potter Stewart, a motor skill

is difficult to define, but we know it when we see it. We

can agree that a motor skill applies to movements that are

either executed precisely or elicit some intended out-

come reliably, but are not accessible to a novice. Howev-

er, it can be difficult to arrive at a definition that captures

our diverse conceptions of skill. One aspect of skill is the

flexibility of the movements executed in pursuit of a fixed

goal. For example, a skilled basketball player reliably

hitting a jump shot in the face of variation in initial

postures, center of mass, or disrupting contact.

When considering motor skill it is useful to distinguish

the intent or goal of a voluntary movement, which we will
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2016, 37:158–166 
refer to as a purposive action, from the execution of the

specific movements that constitute an action. The what

and how of action. In the more mundane confines of the

laboratory one could contrast the action of pressing a lever

from the kinematics of the forelimb movement that

displaced the lever. From this perspective we suggest a

definition of motor skill somewhat distinct from other

recent treatments in the literature. Skill is a capacity to

execute a purposive action reliably with a broad range of

parameters defining its execution. The acquisition of

novel motor skills is then a product of both learning

actions and the capacity to flexibly parameterize their

execution.

A key parameter of movement is its vigor, that is, its

speed, amplitude, or frequency. Movement vigor is gen-

erally thought of as something that varies with motivation.

However, the ability to act over a range of vigor can be

considered an essential aspect of skill. A skillful pianist is

one who can execute a fixed progression of notes as

rapidly or as slowly as she chooses. Prior experience,

explicit instruction, expected outcomes, and motivational

state can all determine the speed with which a particular

piece is played. Motivation is usually taken to be an

explicit, often declarative, notion that generalizes broadly

to appetitive actions directed towards a specific outcome

and reward (often described as ‘wanting’). In this review,

we use the term in the more abstract and restricted sense

of ‘implicit’ motivation [1��] to refer to the state that

controls movement vigor. Here we review recent progress

understanding the intersection of motivation with motor

skill and elaborate a hypothesis about the neural circuits

that mediate implicit motivation.

The basal ganglia and motor skill
For the purposes of this review we will focus on the dorsal

basal ganglia circuit that is critical for motivated, instru-

mental3 behavior [2], that is, that component of motor

skill that refers to selection of parameterizable action.

The role of ventral basal ganglia in related ideas of

explicit motivation and response vigor are discussed

elsewhere [3�,4,5]. Canonically, the dorsal basal ganglia

circuit is defined by its primary input structure, the

striatum, and primary output structures, the internal

globus pallidus (GPi) and substantia nigra pars reticulata
(SNr) [6]. The striatum receives input from almost all of

the neocortex and diverse thalamic nuclei. Much of the

cortical input to the dorsal striatum arises from layer
www.sciencedirect.com
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Functional architecture of the dorsal basal ganglia circuit in mammals.

A schematic representation of the cortico-basal ganglia-thalamic

circuit is shown; further anatomical details can be found elsewhere [6].

A number of features of the organization are mentioned in the main

text and highlighted here. First, we note that corticofugal projection

neurons from motor areas of cortex project both to brainstem and

spinal cord targets (pathway i). These same neurons elaborate

extensive collaterals in the dorsal striatum. The dorsal basal ganglia is

composed of a primary input structure, striatum, which contains two

opponent populations of projection neurons (schematized in blue and

red) that together provide an opponent projection onto the major

output nuclei, SNr and GPi (purple). In addition, the dramatic reduction

in projection neuron number from cortex to striatum to SNr is

indicated by the decreasing size of the schematic representations.

Finally, SNr output both projects feed-forward onto premotor neurons

in the pontine nuclei and superior colliculus schematized by pathway ii

as well as projecting recurrently to anterior thalamic nuclei (i.e.

ventrolateral, ventromedial) that project back to cortex and striatum.

We postulate that overt movement kinematics (iii) result from the

combination of motor command signals (i) and vigor control signals (ii).
5 projection neurons in the neocortex, both via collaterals

of descending corticofugal fibers as well as intratelence-

phalic projections. Basal ganglia outputs are positioned to

shape activity in each of the multiple spinal-targeting

pathways that regulate voluntary movement [7,8] via

projections to motor thalamus [9], pontine nuclei4 [10],

and the superior colliculus [11].

The basal ganglia are a critical subcortical circuit that is

present in all vertebrates. From lamprey to primates, the

neurochemical markers [12], cell types [13], and meso-

scopic internal [14] and external [15,16] circuitry of the

basal ganglia are highly conserved. However, over that

evolutionary span, cortical and thalamic motor circuits

have changed dramatically. As a consequence, while the

dorsal striatum receives input from nearly the entire

neocortex, estimated to be �20 million projection neu-

rons in rats [17], the primary output projections reveal a

remarkable bottleneck. For example, the SNr has been

estimated to contain only �25,000 projection neurons

[18]. This reduction in neuron number of roughly three

orders of magnitude implies a low-dimensional represen-

tation of motor command signals. The extensive inter-

connectivity of output projection neurons [19,20] leads to

correlated output activity [21] and therefore a further

reduction in the information capacity of this output

pathway. In the context of the central control of move-

ment, this anatomical organization suggests that the basal

ganglia receive descending motor cortical commands and

then feed back to the motor cortex via thalamus as well as

projecting feed-forward onto downstream premotor tar-

gets (Figure 1).

We propose that this functional organization — parallel

processing of motor cortical commands to produce a low

dimensional output — is consistent with a model in which

the overt kinematics of movement are the consequence of

combining the output commands from motor cortex with

‘implicit motivational signals’ from basal ganglia. More

broadly, we argue that this reflects the fact that the basal

ganglia have evolved from having a direct role in the

control of movement in early vertebrates to a more indi-

rect and specific role in controlling movement vigor. This

view of basal ganglia function makes some predictions

about the role of the basal ganglia in the central control of

movement. First, basal ganglia activity should represent

ongoing movement kinematics and be predictive of

movement vigor. Second, basal ganglia activity should

be sufficient to produce changes in movement kinemat-

ics, specifically during movement execution. Finally,

both direct command and indirect motivational functions

should be apparent in some vertebrates reflecting the

evolving function of the basal ganglia.
4 Note that the projection to pontine nuclei arise from the subthalamic

nucleus.

www.sciencedirect.com 
Do the basal ganglia generate motor
commands?
Since the pioneering work by Buchwald and colleagues in

the 1970s it has been suggested that the basal ganglia may

play a more prominent role in the initiation or selection of

actions rather than controlling the execution of move-

ments per se [22,23]. While this was primarily thought to

be a role in preparing central circuits for movement5 it

became a stronger claim that basal ganglia activity pro-

vided a trigger for movement initiation or selection.

There have long been issues, however, with the notion

that the basal ganglia trigger movement directly. Notably,
5 ‘‘Our working hypothesis in this regard is that the basal ganglia are not as
importantly involved in producing movements, per se as in their preparation.’’
[22].

Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2016, 37:158–166
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perturbation of basal ganglia output and movement can

be ‘uncoupled6’ in time [24]. Recently, cell-type specific

stimulation using optogenetic strategies has similarly

shown that stimulation can be uncoupled from movement

initiation [25].

Our proposal that the basal ganglia are critical for con-

trolling the vigor of motor skill needs to be related to and

disambiguated from a direct role in motor execution.

While there may be subsets of movements in which vigor

as a kinematic command could be envisaged, for example

in a saccade or fast reach, the vigor of an action and its

execution likely become more uncoupled as skills be-

come more complex and play out over longer time

windows. For example, walking to catch a bus versus

running to avoid missing it, represents the combination

of a difference in vigor and the difference in how walking

and running are executed. Shooting a basketball or

pressing a lever are complex movements that coordinate

across the body and unfold over time using feedback

[26,27]. Moreover, the effect of altering vigor commands

depends upon the phase of the movement at which they

are generated and thus should require real-time esti-

mates of kinematics [28] much like when pushing one’s

child on a swing the phase of the swing at which a push is

added determines its effect on amplitude and velocity.

Controlling the vigor of skilled movement requires con-

tinuous monitoring of kinematics without disrupting

execution-related commands that presumably come

from elsewhere.

Several lines of evidence do support a direct role for the

basal ganglia in the control of movement execution. For

example, lesion studies in a variety of mammals from

rodents to cats reveal that a substantial fraction of motor

behavior can recover after massive lesions of motor

regions of neocortex [29]. This result demonstrates that

subcortical circuits are sufficient for the control of move-

ment. Nonetheless, it is important to distinguish recovery

after a lesion via alternative compensatory actions from

cases where the same actions are implemented with the

same movement kinematics. A recent study in rats dem-

onstrated the latter. Kawai et al. [30�] showed that highly

trained movements could be executed with nearly indis-

tinguishable kinematics before and after massive lesions

of motor cortex. While the role of the basal ganglia

remains to be demonstrated definitively, a very likely

interpretation of these results is that the basal ganglia are
6 ‘‘. . .the long latency of movement onset produced by intranigral injection of
muscimol does not reasonably match the latency of collicular disinhibition
resulting from this drug application. Another set of data obtained in alert
monkeys does not support the ‘trigger hypothesis’. When the animal had to make a
delayed saccade to a remembered target, the nigrocollicular cells were inactivated
long before the saccade was triggered (Fig. 4). Since the nigrocollicular silencing
and the saccade release can be uncoupled, we have evidence that disinhibition of
the basal ganglia is not alone sufficient to trigger a coordinated movement.’’
[24].
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a critical component of the subcortical circuit that is

sufficient to generate commands at least for simple,

over-trained movements [29].

In a classic series of papers, Horak and Anderson

[31��,32,33] combined electrophysiological recordings,

microstimulation, and perturbations of activity in the

GPi of monkeys trained to perform forelimb movements.

Their results demonstrated that most of the change in

activity in the GPi occurred during movement execution,

that the primary effect of perturbations on activity was to

change movement kinematics as opposed to movement

initiation, and finally that stimulation late in movement

planning, at the early stages of execution, had the largest

effects on kinematics. A more recent study extended

these results using a task in which monkeys learned to

reach to each of 4 targets either in a specific sequence or in

random order. Turner and Desmurget [34�] found that

the primary effect of GPi inactivation was to slow reach-

ing movements with no effect on the initiation of move-

ment or the proper selection of movements in a sequence.

While it has been clear in primates for some time that

most modulation of activity in the basal ganglia circuit

occurs during movement execution [31��], this has been

less clear in rodents. For example, rats trained to run a

T-maze will generally show ‘task-bracketing’ activity that

emerges with sustained training [35]. For more discrete

actions, such as bouts of cyclical arm movements during

grooming [36] or repetitive pressing of a lever [37], the

majority of activity appears biased to the start or stop of

movement bouts. These results suggest that the basal

ganglia could be primarily involved in selection and raise

the question of whether basal ganglia activity is consistent

with a role in controlling movement execution in rodents.

However, sustained activity of individual neurons in the

basal ganglia during execution is commonly observed. For

example, an influential early study of sequence specific

activity during grooming noted that the modulation of

activity actually occurred after onset of movement7 [38].

Nonetheless, it remains unclear from these studies

whether basal ganglia activity during movement is related

to movement execution itself.

Rueda-Orozco & Robbe [39��] used a task in which rats

were trained to outrun an opposing treadmill motion to

receive rewards. After extended training, rats developed

stereotyped sequences of acceleration, elevated velocity

and deceleration. The authors found that single units

recorded in the dorsal striatum contained information

about kinematics during the execution of running

sequences and that pharmacological inhibition produced
7 ‘‘Close inspection of the timing indicates that SNpr [sic] firing bursts may be
a consequence or efferent copy marker for the behavioural initiation of sequences,
rather than a preceding cause of initiation. The strongest activation began after
the first forward limb movement had already started. . .’’ [38].

www.sciencedirect.com
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highly variable kinematics, specifically running speed.

Importantly, using hand-guided trials to produce kinemat-

ically matched control trials in untrained animals, Rueda-

Orozco & Robbe demonstrated that learning produced a

preponderance of neurons highly correlated to movement

kinematics. This suggests that striatal activity is a critical

determinant of the vigor with which the motor skill was

executed. These observations are also consistent with

recordings of activity in the striatum and SNr of mice that

demonstrate representations of movement kinematics dur-

ing execution of appetitive head movements towards a

reward [40,41]. Recently, the circuit basis for the control of

the vigor of locomotion by dorsal striatum has been de-

scribed and opens up exciting possibilities for understand-

ing computational details about how vigor signals are

integrated with command signals for locomotion [42].

A recent study also examined the role of striatum in

mediating changes in the control of a trained forelimb

movement following depletion of midbrain dopamine

neurons. Chronic depletion of dopamine neurons in

Parkinsonian patients, particularly neurons projecting

to dorsal striatum, leads not only to reductions in volun-

tary behavior, but also a profound slowing of movement

or bradykinesia. Panigrahi et al. [43��] showed that bra-

dykinesia was a prominent feature of both locomotor and

reaching movements in a murine model of Parkinson’s

disease [44] with a number of similarities to deficits in

human patients [1��,45��]. Alterations in the striatal re-

presentation of movement kinematics specifically during

execution were correlated with the emergence of brady-

kinesia and its cessation following acute repletion of

dopamine. Importantly, both the Rueda-Orozco &

Robbe and Panigrahi et al. observed that striatal activity

could represent movement kinematics both prospective-

ly and retrospectively during execution. In the latter

case, the data in Panigrahi et al. suggested that these

two roles might be present in distinct neuron populations

with differential sensitivity to dopamine depletion

[43��]. Importantly, acute optogenetic suppression of

striatal neurons during movement execution produced

bradykinetic movements in mice [43��]. This observa-

tion suggests that basal ganglia activity may be the

normal determinant of movement vigor during purposive

actions in mice as it is in primates [32].

Finally, while these studies demonstrate that activity in

dorsal basal ganglia circuits appear to be necessary for the

control of movement vigor, they leave open the question

of whether plastic changes localized to the basal ganglia

are sufficient for learned changes in vigor. Recently, Yttri

& Dudman delivered closed-loop optogenetic stimula-

tion of striatal projection neurons while mice moved a

joystick past a fixed threshold in exchange for a water

reward [46��]. Photostimulation during the execution of

movements that were relatively fast or relatively slow was

sufficient to produce learned changes in movement
www.sciencedirect.com 
velocity without generalized changes in other kinematic

parameters or apparent changes in the explicit

motivation. Model fitting and recording of striatal activity

during closed-loop stimulation indicated that a change in

the gain at corticostriatal inputs was sufficient to account

for learned changes in movement vigor.

The data reviewed above demonstrate that in mice and

rats, as in primates, the extent of direct basal ganglia

involvement in movement execution varies across

experiments and species but activity consistently both

tracks and predicts the kinematic parameters of move-

ment execution. Moreover, perturbations of normal basal

ganglia activity indicate that striatum regulates move-

ment vigor and stimulation experiments demonstrate

changes in striatal activity are sufficient to produce

learned changes in movement vigor. These data are thus

consistent with the expectations of a circuit that controls

the flexible parameterization, specifically vigor, of skilled

movement.

The basal ganglia and the control of vigor
Human subjects show changes in movement vigor that

depend upon expected outcomes in a wide variety of

movements [47]. A recent study has also built upon

previous evidence for implicit motivation in the control

of saccadic eye movements [48] to argue persuasively

that the same system that assigns values to choices also

controls the vigor of saccades [49�]. This implicates the

basal ganglia in the control of movement vigor. Deficits in

basal ganglia function in Parkinson’s disease patients

produce movements of reduced vigor both when the

subject is free to choose movement speed [45��] and

when task performance depends upon moving at an

instructed velocity [1��]. These deficits in movement

vigor can also be partially ameliorated by deep brain

stimulation [45��]. Thus, several lines of evidence argue

for a critical role of the basal ganglia in implicit motiva-

tion operating through the control of vigor in human

subjects.

It should be stressed that just because the basal ganglia

can influence vigor this does not imply the converse: that

vigor parameters are always under the obligate control of

the basal ganglia. For example, the hind-legs of a spina-

lized cat can walk at multiple speeds without basal ganglia

input. Rather we argue that movement vigor is that aspect

of movement kinematics subject to control by implicit

motivational states. Motivation, whether implicit or ex-

plicit, is tied to value. Thus, goal-directed movements are

subject to motivation effects that are expressed through

vigor [50,51,52]. It could be conjectured that reflexive or

automatic movements, not being goal-directed, have ki-

nematics insensitive to changes in implicit motivation;

such habitual movements are often characterized by their

stereotypy. We suggest that stereotypy is, in fact, habitual

kinematics.
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2016, 37:158–166
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The notion that the basal ganglia control vigor parameters

appears to be contradicted by those studies that have

shown that activity in the basal ganglia can track move-

ment kinematics in some contexts, but not in other

contexts even when the actions appear to be indistin-

guishable phenotypically. This uncoupling between the

basal ganglia and movement kinematics is most apparent

for sequences [35–38]. One possibility is that each of the

action elements in overlearned, automatized sequences is

no longer individually controlled, unlike early in learning.

It has recently been shown that early on in sequence

learning, each element is subject to motivational effects.

Specifically, knowledge of parts of a sequence of actions

can produce a generalized speeding up of the execution of

all sequence elements, even for novel elements of the

sequence [53��]. This generalized speeding of execution

is equivalent to a motivational effect associated with

knowledge of an element’s position in a sequence rather

than experience with sequence elements or transitions.

Wong et al. [53��] further suggested that motivational

effects are responsible for sequence-specific performance

differences rather than the amount of practice with a

particular sequence. An open question is whether all tasks

described as sequential actions engage similar circuit

mechanisms. For example, in rats trained on a sequential

action task with variable order (i.e. more similar to [53��])
striatal activity was associated with each action rather than

sequence boundaries [54]. We suggest that the movement

vigor of chunked, overlearned sequences can become, as

for stereotypical habitual actions, independent of dorsal

basal ganglia control of implicit motivation. A similar

hierarchical control has also been proposed for explicit

motivational control of sequential habitual actions by

ventral basal ganglia circuits [55�].

One prominent argument for a role of the basal ganglia

specifically in the production of sequential actions has

been the observation of deficits in Parkinsonian patients

[56]. Deficits in movement vigor in Parkinsonian patients

are also one of the primary arguments for a role of the

basal ganglia in implicit motivation [1��]. While deficits in

movement vigor tend to correlate with the severity of

Parkinsonian symptoms [1��,45��], sequencing deficits

such as latency to switch between elements, errors, or

movement corrections can be independent of disease

severity8 [57,58]. Moreover, basal ganglia activation

fails to correlate with sequence complexity [59], whereas

it generally correlates with movement vigor

[39��,43��,52,60,61]. It has been proposed that apparent

deficits in the performance of sequential actions may be

secondary to a deficit in movement vigor in Parkinsonian
8 ‘‘The results showed that while the more advanced PD group was

slower in execution and made more errors (possibly due to the slowness)

(P < 0.05), the pattern of motor programming deficits as inferred by

sequence length and delay interval effects was similar for both groups.’’

[57].
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patients [1��]. The Wong et al. [53��] data further suggests

that a primary deficit in implicit motivation could mani-

fest as a deficit in performance of sequential actions.

Whether differences in implicit motivation are indeed

sufficient to account for the diverse measurements of

sequencing impairments will require further attention.

An alternative, or complementary, possibility is that

agents are particularly prone to solving sequential tasks

by learning stereotyped or chunked movements that are

relatively insensitive to implicit motivation.

Our hypothesis implies that a dual role for the basal

ganglia may be present in some vertebrates. We have

argued that recent lesion experiments, electrophysiology

data, and acute perturbations point to a critical role for

basal ganglia in the execution of motor skill in rodents.

This raises the question of whether implicit motivation

processes are present in rodents. While depletion of

dopamine in the ventral basal ganglia has long been

known to produce dramatic reductions in the motivated

performance of a motor skill [5], it was unclear whether

the dorsal basal ganglia was critical for controlling the

vigor with which motor skills are executed (implicit

motivation) analogous to its role in primates. Panigrahi

et al. used a murine model of Parkinsons disease to show

that as midbrain dopamine neurons were progressively

lost, the vigor of both uninstructed (locomotion) and

skilled movements (joystick movements) declined con-

comitantly [43��]. In mice, like in human patients, the

reduction of movement vigor is not a consequence of

altered coordination or a lack of sensitivity to feed back

about outcomes, but is a persistent bias towards making

enervated movements. Thus taken together, the data

reviewed here indicate that, at least in the rodent, the

basal ganglia both control vigor as in primates and, under

some circumstances, are likely sufficient to directly com-

mand movement execution as in lower vertebrates.

Summary and outlook
Here we propose that the basal ganglia have evolved from

a role in commanding relatively simple movements to a

role in controlling the vigor of more complex movements

during vertebrate evolution. The basal ganglia have also

been implicated in the initiation and selection of action as

well as the chunking of action sequences. In principle, it

is possible that the basal ganglia possess multiple func-

tions, however, the data reviewed here highlights the

possibility that a circumscribed description of dorsal basal

ganglia function, namely implicit motivation expressed

through movement vigor, might be sufficient to account

for multiple observed consequences of disrupted basal

ganglia function.

We have referred to the control of movement vigor in

purposive actions as implicit motivation that controls how
an agent executes an action to distinguish it from the

explicit forms of motivation that govern what action to
www.sciencedirect.com
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perform. However, we have also consciously invoked the

term motivation to draw out parallels between these

processes [3�,4,5]. Implicit motivation and value are also

closely related in the sense that those actions that tend to

elicit greater reward are generally (although we stress not

necessarily) pursued with movements of greater vigor. It

does not seem a mere coincidence that representation of

movement vigor and expected value reference? are both

prominent in dorsal basal ganglia activity. While it has

been proposed that movement vigor might be a conse-

quence of expected value [51], the evolution of basal

ganglia function we have proposed suggests a provocative

alternative: value signals, at least in the dorsal basal

ganglia, may be derived from the representation of im-

plicit motivation.

The parallels between implicit and explicit motivation

may extend to more mechanistic details as well. For

example, we have proposed that stereotyped movements

are movements of a specific vigor represented as a dis-

crete action. Basal ganglia activity could then select from

a set of possible stereotyped actions and thereby specify

both the action and the parameterization of the underly-

ing movements. This might be thought of as ‘cached

vigor’ by analogy to the role of cached values in model-

free reinforcement learning [62]. It is implausible that the

control of purposive action can be exclusively controlled

by cached vigor. Rather, the multiple roles of basal

ganglia could stand in hierarchical relation — once an

action in its entirety is cached it is released as a stereotypy

without the need to control the vigor of its individual

elements [55�]. As we suggest above, some tasks such as

those requiring extensively trained, sequential move-

ments are those efficiently performed using stereotyped

movements of specified and inflexible vigor.

Our suggestion that implicit motivation is the critical

function of the dorsal basal ganglia in mammals under-

lines the importance of making careful, quantitative

measurements of movement kinematics in the study of

motor skill or instrumental learning. For example, move-

ment vigor tends to correlate with the expected value of

the outcome of an action [50,51] and neural activity in

basal ganglia correlates with vigor [39��,40,43��,52,60].

Thus, to disambiguate activity related to the expected

value of an action from activity related to the implicit

motivational state requires relating activity to movement

kinematics. Similarly, if a given sequential action is

represented with cached vigor, this implies that activity

specific to the action should be independent of variation

in the kinematics of specific executed instantiations of

the sequence. Variance in movement vigor would reflect

‘noise’ derived from an extra-basal ganglia source. To

date, studies that have argued for a specific role of the

basal ganglia in the selection or initiation of action

sequences have generally not measured quantitative

relationships between variation in movement kinematics
www.sciencedirect.com 
and recorded neural activity [35–38]. A recent exception

is the study by Rueda-Orozco & Robbe, which found that

the representation of movement kinematics in striatum

increased, rather than decreased, with extended training

[39��].

We have argued that controlling movement vigor, at least

in complex and sustained actions, requires continuous

monitoring of kinematics in order to inject vigor com-

mands at appropriate phases of movement. This implies

both a representation of ongoing kinematics as well as

activity that predicts future kinematics- putative vigor

commands. Consistent with this implication, two recent

studies in the rodent have shown that activity in the

striatum that is correlated with kinematics both leads

and lags the movement [39��,43��]. Specifically, Panigrahi

et al. observed that distinct striatal neurons appeared to

lead and lag movement kinematics and that dopamine

depletion, which impaired implicit motivation, was asso-

ciated with a preferential loss of neurons that led (pre-

dicted) movement kinematics [43��].Although currently

untested, the notion of cached vigor implies that for

stereotyped, habitual movements,activity may become

less correlated with kinematics. Conversely, however,

for complex, sequential movements that can be executed

independent of motor cortex [30�] vigor commands could

be sufficient to control execution and therefore a contin-
ued correlation would be seen.

Conclusion
In humans, loss of motor cortex due to a stroke can have

devastating consequences for the control of limb move-

ment. By contrast, in many mammalian species near

complete recovery of function following large cortical

lesions is commonplace. Loss of basal ganglia function

either due to intervention, stroke, or disease has the

unique distinction of producing both profound and yet

subtle dysfunction in all mammalian species. We propose

that over the course of vertebrate evolution the basal

ganglia have transitioned from a circuit sufficient to

generate purposive movements to a circuit that plays a

role primarily in controlling the vigor of movements that

are generated elsewhere. We propose that rodents are, in

a sense, atavistic; their basal ganglia maintain some

command properties but also mediate the specific invig-

oration of purposive movement in close analogy to their

function in humans. Finally, we used our previously

defined term implicit motivation to describe the function

of the basal ganglia in part to acknowledge that the

invigoration of movement is simply a convenient and

observable aspect of a more general motivational princi-

ple. The striatum receives input from nearly all regions of

the neocortex including dense innervation from frontal

and associative cortices. It is likely that there are other

aspects of cognition that are analogous to implicit moti-

vation. [63�].
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This paper derives the prediction that both speed and accuracy can be
enhanced from the normative assumption that controlling variability is
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2016, 37:158–166 
subject to a cost. Behavioral data in normal subjects validate this
prediction. Additionally, they show that Parkinsonian patients act as
though the cost of control is elevated similar to the cost of vigorous
movement in [1].
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